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Abstract
The proposed research work focuses on building a keyboard through designing an
algorithm for eye movement detection using the partner-assisted scanning technique.
The study covers all stages of gesture recognition, from data acquisition to eye
detection and tracking, and finally classification. With the presence of many
techniques to implement the gesture recognition stages, the main objective of this
research work is implementing the simple and less expensive technique that produces
the best possible results with a high level of accuracy. The results, finally, are
compared with similar works done recently to prove the efficiency in implementation
of the proposed algorithm. The system starts with the calibration phase, where a face
detection algorithm is designed to detect the user‟s face by a trained support vector
machine. Then, features are extracted, after which tracking of the eyes is possible by
skin-colour segmentation. A couple of other operations were performed. The overall
system is a keyboard that works by eye movement, through the partner-assisted
scanning technique. A good level of accuracy was achieved, and a couple of
alternative methods were implemented and compared. This keyboard adds to the
research field, with a new and novel combination of techniques for eye detection and
tracking. Also, the developed keyboard helps bridge the gap between physical
paralysis and leading a normal life. This system can be used as comparison with
other proposed algorithms for eye detection, and might be used as a proof for the
efficiency of combining a number of different techniques into one algorithm. Also, it
strongly supports the effectiveness of machine learning and appearance-based
algorithms.
Keywords: Eye detection, eye tracking, face detection, skin colour segmentation,
support vector machines, artificial neural networks, image processing, partner
assisted scanning, RGB colour space
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)Title and Abstract (in Arabic

تصوين لوحت الوفاتيح بواسطت تحريك العين باستخدام هسح ضوئي بوساعدة شريك
للوعاقين جسديا
الولخص

ٚشكض انعًم انبغز ٙانًمخشط عهٗ بُاء نٕعت انًفاحٛظ يٍ خالل حصًٛى خٕاسصيٛت
نهكشف عٍ عشكت انع ٍٛباسخخذاو حمُٛت انًسظ انضٕئ ٙبًساعذة ششٚك ( Partner-assisted

ٔ .)Scanningحغط ٙانذساست صًٛع يشاعم انخعشف عهٗ اإلًٚاءاث ) ،(Gesturesيٍ انغصٕل
عهٗ انبٛاَاث نكشف انعٔ ٍٛانخخبعٔ ،أخٛشا حصُٛف .يع ٔصٕد انعذٚذ يٍ انخمُٛاث نخُفٛز يشاعم
انخعشف عهٗ اإلًٚاءاث ) ، (Gesture Recognitionفإٌ انٓذف انشئٛس ٙيٍ ْزا انعًم انبغزٙ
ْٕ حُفٛز حمُٛت بسٛطت ٔألم حكهفت انخ ٙحُخش أفضم انُخائش انًًكُت يع يسخٕٖ عال يٍ انذلت.
انُخائشٔ ،أخٛشا ،حخى يماسَخٓا يع أعًال يًارهت فعهج يؤخشا إلرباث انكفاءة ف ٙحُفٛز انخٕاسصيٛت
انًمخشعتٚ .بذأ حشغٛم انُظاو يع يشعهت انًعاٚشة ) ،(Calibration Phaseعٛذ حى حصًٛى
خٕاسصيٛت كشف انٕصّ نهكشف عٍ ٔصّ انًسخخذو عٍ طشٚك حذسٚب Support Vector

 .Machineرىٚ ،خى اسخخشاس يٛضاثٔ ،بعذ رنك حخبع نهع ٌٕٛيًكٍ عٍ طشٚك نٌٕ انضهذ انخضضئت
أ  .Skin Colour Segmentationأصشٚج صٔصاٌ يٍ انعًهٛاث األخشٖ .انُظاو انعاو ْٕ نٕعت
انًفاحٛظ انخ ٙحعًم يٍ خالل عشكت انع ،ٍٛيٍ خالل حمُٛت انًسظ انضٕئ ٙبًساعذة ششٚكٔ .لذ
حى حغمٛك يسخٕٖ صٛذ يٍ انذلتَٔ ،فزث عذدا يٍ انطشق انبذٚهت ٔيماسَخٓاٚٔ .ضٛف نٕعت
انًفاحٛظ ْزِ نًضال انبغٕد ،يع يضًٕعت صذٚذة ٔيبخكشة يٍ انخمُٛاث نهكشف عٍ انعٔ ٍٛحخبع.
أٚضا ،نٕعت انًفاحٛظ انًخمذيت ٚساعذ عهٗ سذ انفضٕة ب ٍٛانشهم انضسذ٘ ٔيًاسست عٛاة طبٛعٛت.
ْٔزا انُظاو ًٚكٍ أٌ ٚسخخذو نهًماسَت يع خٕاسصيٛاث أخشٖ يمخشعت نهكشف عٍ انعًٚٔ ،ٍٛكٍ
أٌ حسخخذو كذنٛم نكفاءة انضًع ب ٍٛعذد يٍ انخمُٛاث انًخخهفت ف ٙخٕاسصيٛت ٔاعذة .أٚضا ،فإَّ
ٚذعى بمٕة فعانٛت انخعهى اٜنٔ (Machine Learning) ٙانخٕاسصيٛاث انمائى عهٗ انًظٓش
).(Appearance-based Algorithms
هفاهين البحث الرئيسيت :حخبع انع ,ٍٛكشف انع ,ٍٛحمُٛت انًسظ انضٕئ ٙبًساعذة ششٚك ,نٌٕ
انضهذ انخضضئت ,نٕعت انًفاحٛظ.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Paralysis
Abdullah Bani‟mah was a healthy young man, until one day, at the age of 18,
a jump into a shallow pool at a Jeddah swimming club have changed his life
completely. He stayed inside the pool for 15 minutes, until his friends rescued him.
He didn‟t die, but his brain has been severely damaged due to the long stay in water,
which ultimately led to the paralysis of his entire body. Now, Bani‟mah can only
control his head while his body has been paralysed for his whole life. Such is the
case of many people who met with accidents that left them paralysed for their entire
lives. Unlike many other disabilities, Paralysis is special in its kind, since any normal
person could find himself/herself suddenly paralysed for the entire life due to an
unexpected accident. There are no accurate studies of the total number of paralysed
people worldwide, especially due to the fact that this number keeps increasing every
year due to many reasons like accidents, wars, diseases and so on.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, KSA, is the biggest country in the Middle
East with a population of around 28 million according to the 2010 census. Out of this
nearly 30 million, an estimated 4% are disabled (Al-Gain, 2002). Of those disabled,
physical disability tops to number one, mainly due to road accidents. Not much
research has been conducted on the exact number of physically disabled people in
Saudi Arabia. However, one thing for sure which any person living in Saudi Arabia
knows, is that road accidents are frequent. According to the figures by the Saudi
health ministry, 598,300 accidents have occurred in 2012, which accounts to an
average of 1,614 a day and of 67 an hour (Al-Jadid, 2013).
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According to a study done by the Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation
(2002), one person in every 50 suffers from paralysis in the United States (U.S.);
which is around 6 million people (around 2% of the U.S. population) And this
number is higher than their previous estimates by 40% (Reeve, 2002). Figure 1
shows how stroke was the cause for majority of the paralysed in the U.S. Other two
major causes were spinal cord injury and multiple sclerosis.

Figure 1: Causes of Paralysis in the U.S (Reeve, 2002)
Paralysis, according to the National Health Service (2014) in the United
Kingdom, is loss of the ability to move one or more muscles. It may be associated
with loss of feeling and other bodily functions. It can be seen as a form of nerve
damage, due to the inability of the brain to control muscles due to damage in the
nerves of spinal cord.
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1.1.1 Problems Faced by Paralysed People
Despite the large number of disabled people in the Middle East (for instance,
around 1 million in KSA) and worldwide, they face many difficulties in the society.
First is the lack of research to know the exact number of disabled people and the
types of disabilities they face (Al-Gain, 2002). There is no specialised institute to
collect data such as those existing in the U.S. This leads to some level of negligence
to the needs and requirements of this important group. As stated by Al-Gain,
disability is regarded as shameful in some families, and not all families admit that
their relative is disabled. Second, the facilities in public do not confine to the needs
of the physically disabled. A simple example is the need for building of ramps in all
places to help people in wheelchairs. Thirdly, rehabilitation centres, both public and
private, do exist and provide care and treatment to physically disabled people (AlGain, 2002). However, there is a need for more such centres, due to the fact that the
number of physically disabled people increases annually from road and related
accidents. Other issues are also faced by physically disabled people in Saudi Arabia.
The quality of life of people (majority, young adults) with spinal cord injuries due to
road accidents is greatly affected due to factors like accessibility, financial status and
employment (Al-Gain, 2002). In terms of education, there are special schools and
government owned Social Rehabilitation Centres and institutions for the children
with special needs, including physical disability. For instance, the Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC) is being used as means of communication with
children with difficulty in expressing themselves due to physical disability or other
reasons like deafness. Although an effort is being made to provide good quality
education services in these places, more is needed to reach high standards in the
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provision of educational services. Thus, the lack of research in the field of disability
in KSA leads to ignorance towards the needs and requirements of the disabled in the
country. While there has been an improvement in the quality of life of the disabled
(around 1 million) in the country, more needs to be done to help people physically
challenged lead a normal life and become part of the society.
People living with paralysis face difficulties in their lives. However, the level
of difficulties varies, since paralysis happens differently from one person to another
depending on the cause of paralysis. A severe case of Paralysis is
Tetraplegia/Quadriplegia where both the arms and legs are paralysed (National
Health System, 2014), as in Figure 2. Thus, here, a person needs help from a
caregiver the whole time. Basic life activities become difficult or impossible to do.

Figure 2: Different Types of Paralysis (Humanillness.com)
As such, paralysed people need to cope with their new life and overcome the
difficulties. The role of the society is to help paralysed people cope with their lives
and develop ways for them to easily perform basic life activities.
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1.2 Partner-Assisted Scanning Technique
According to the Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Centre (December
2011), Partner-Assisted Scanning is a way of communication for people with severe
motor problems or visual problems or cannot speak, yet they can think and possess
good mental abilities. In this way of communication, the care giver presents a set of
words or letters to the disabled patient, and the patient can select from among those
letters or words in order to express his/her thoughts. Selection might happen by
pointing or blinking of the eye depending on the capabilities of the disabled person.
This method is used to help children as well as adults who suffer immobility due to
late stages of ALS, multiple sclerosis, or severe injuries. In ALS, eye movement is
usually unaffected until later stages unlike other body parts. This is because of the
difference between the extra ocular muscles of the eyes and the skeletal muscles of
the rest body parts.
A famous story of the effectiveness of partner-assisted scanning technique is
that of Jean-Dominique Bauby. Bauby was a French journalist who suffered from a
stroke at the age of 43 that left his body completely paralysed, a condition called
locked-in syndrome. He could only move his left eyelid. During this period of entire
paralysis, Baudy wrote an entire book, The Diving Bell and the Butterfly, with the
help of another person (a helper) through partner-assisted scanning, by moving only
his left eyelid. The movements of his left eyelids indicated which word he wanted his
helper to write down.
1.3 Gesture Recognition
Gesture Recognition is the interpretation of gestures of a human by means of
mathematical algorithms. The gestures can be formed by face, hand or any part of the
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human body. Gesture Recognition is mainly useful in providing an easier and more
natural way to interact with devices in comparison to the traditional input devices
like mouse and keyboard. It can also prove useful to physically disabled people when
interacting with devices. Some technologies developed that proved the possibility of
gesture recognition to be implemented in input devices is the Sixth Sense
Technology (Mistry & Maes, 2009). This is done in such an intelligent manner that
even slightest gestures by a user can be interpreted by the Sixth Sense device and the
actions (like taking a picture) are made. The main idea behind this technology is to
change the way people interact with devices and bridge the gap between the physical
and digital world, as stated by Mistry (2009). Techniques that help in gesture
recognition include computer vision and image processing.
Gesture Recognition is a hot research topic today, and new algorithms are
being invented. No algorithm has proved to be the best until now, but there are many
inventions that came with good performance that proves a successfully working
algorithm. An example of such an invention is that of the Kinect Sensor developed
by Microsoft, and the Wii Remote developed by Nintendo. Gesture Recognition
requires the use of input devices. A large variety of input devices exist based on the
application, algorithm used and other factors. First input devices to be implemented
were data gloves, where every movement of the hand including the fingers produced
signs that could be detected. Other input devices are cameras, like the depth cameras,
stereo cameras and 2D cameras.
In terms of the algorithm used for gesture recognition, there could be two
main types (Mitra & Acharya, 2007). One is 3D model-based algorithm (Pavlovic et
al. 1997). Here, the body parts are captured in 3D, from which relevant information
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are extracted for gesture recognition. This approach is common in the animation
industry. The second approach is Appearance-based algorithm (Pavlovic et al. 1997).
This approach is a simple one that depends on the images or video captured directly
by camera in order to interpret the body part gesture. The former approach is more
complicated in comparison to the latter, and yet to be developed further. The
template-based are part of this approach (Pavlovic et al. 1997), where sets of points
on the outline of the body part (mostly, hand) are used for outline approximation to
detect gesture. Another algorithm used in gesture recognition is the Skeletal-based
(Pavlovic et al. 1997). In this approach, only key parameters like joint angles and
segment lengths are analysed in contrast to the 3D model-based algorithm where the
entire 3D picture is analysed. This is a simple and fast approach, and can be
categorised under the 3D model-based algorithm.
The above discussed algorithms can be illustrated in the Figure 3, Figure 4
and Figure 5.

Figure 3: 3D model-based algorithm for Gesture Recognition (Creativecrash.com,
2010)

Figure 4: Skeleton-based algorithm for Gesture Recognition (Razvan, 2011)
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Figure 5: Appearance-based algorithm for Gesture Recognition (Ramirez-Cortes,
Gomez-Gil, Sanchez-Perez & Prieto-Castro, 2009)
Under each type of algorithm, certain problems are faced. For instance, under
the Appearance-based approach (Pavlovic et al. 1997), problems related to the
surrounding environment are mostly common. These include image/video capturing
under inconsistent lighting conditions in different environments, or analysing images
with colourful or moving background of the surrounding environment. Thus, the
challenge in gesture recognition is to choose the right algorithm and input method
that can ensure the best results. In all approaches, gesture recognition comprises
three main steps, namely: Image Acquisition, Localisation (that can be further
divided into two phases: Segmentation and Tracking), and Gesture Classification.
These are discussed in the coming sections.
Eye Tracking is part of gesture recognition. This conclusion is justifiable
since facial movements (under which eyes are categorised) are one of the types of
gestures identifies under gesture recognition. Hence, eye movement is considered a
gesture. Eye tracking can refer to the tracking of the position of the eye or tracking of
the movements of the eye. Three main types of eye tracking exist, depending on the
measurement technique used: 1) First is attaching contact lenses or similar objects to
the eye that helps measure the accurate eye dynamics and movements, 2) Second is
to direct an IR light source onto the eye and capture information of the eye
movements through video cameras (also known as video-oculography), information
about the pupil and iris are gathered here, 3) And third is to place electrodes around
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the eyes and measure the electric potentials (also known as Electrooculogram
(EOG)), thus tracking the eye movement even when the eyelids are closed. Two
common eye movements usually tracked are saccades (fast rapid movement) and
fixations (eyes fixed at one point). Each of the gesture recognition steps are
discussed below:
1.3.1 Data Acquisition
The first step in achieving any gesture recognition algorithm is data
acquisition. Data needs to be acquired before being processed for recognising
gestures. This data could be an image or video. Even for image, there exist a couple
of types of images captured, depending on the capturing device used, the method
chosen to acquire the data, and how the gesture recognition algorithm works. Sensors
play a major role in data acquisition. Sensors could be wearable sensors like data
gloves, or external sensors like video cameras. An example of the latter is the CMOS
(Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) sensor found in cameras. Video
cameras have become more common in data acquisition for gesture recognition in
comparison to data gloves. This is because the data gloves approach does not sound
so practical since users need to wear gloves, as well as they are more expensive. In
terms of eye tracking, data acquisition can be accomplished through capturing
images or video of the eye by cameras, or through attachments placed on the eye
(like eye contact lenses), or by placing electrodes around the eyes.
1.3.1.1 Depth Sensors
In terms of cameras, certain problems are faced by the 2D or video cameras
due to a couple of reasons like occlusions, lighting changes, rapid motion, or other
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skin-coloured objects in the surrounding background (Suarez &Murphy, 2012).
These problems are not found in depth cameras or 3D cameras and stereo cameras.
However, this does not imply that the latter cameras are better than the former ones.
It is a matter of choice depending on the approach used. But there is no doubt that the
invention of the Kinect sensor has created a revolution in gesture recognition and
computer vision. Very similar to it is the ASUS Xtion Pro. Many researchers have
used the Kinect sensor to build algorithms for gesture recognition. Microsoft‟s
Kinect consists of a QVGA (320×240) depth camera and a VGA (640×480) video
camera (Suarez &Murphy, 2012), as shown in Figure 6. The depth camera works on
the principle of light. An infrared (IR) emitter projects a sequence of dots in the front
of the IR camera. This IR camera can determine the distances of objects based on the
distance between the scattered dots. In addition, there are also other alternatives like
the open source OpenNI and closed source NITE middleware for OpenNI, that help
in gesture tracking similar to Kinect.

Figure 6: Kinect Sensor, RGB camera and depth camera (Shawn, 2010)
As discussed in (Suarez &Murphy, 2012), other depth sensors include Time
of Flight (ToF) cameras and stereoscopic cameras. Example of the former is Mesa
Imaging‟s SwissRanger, which works by measuring round-trip flight-time projected
and reflected back or measuring the phase-shift of reflected light. Example of
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stereoscopic cameras is Point Grey‟s Bumblebee. These cameras work by capturing
two simultaneous images and using registration methods in disparity maps for
approximation of per-pixel depth. Other methods for depth image acquisition also
exist. One is to project different thickness light bands onto objects for depth
calculation. Such a method depends on light or shadow differences for depth
estimation.
1.3.1.2 Image Sensors
Image sensors are the video or digital cameras that are more common than
depth cameras. Two types of image sensors are the CCD (semiconductor chargecoupled devices) and the active pixel sensors in CMOS technology (Litwiller, 2001).
They mainly work by converting light into electrical signals. The two types function
in the same way, as is explained in (Litwiller, 2001). In CCD, when light falls on the
chip, the charges at each photo sensors are converted one pixel at a time to a voltage.
The CMOS contains active pixel sensors where light is converted at the rate of one
row of pixels at a time. The active pixel sensors are commonly used in webcams and
phone cameras. The advantage of CMOS over CCD is that CMOS sensors are
cheaper, and hence more preferred in manufacturing. Image sensor cameras may
also contain colour image sensors that help separate each of the RGB channels.
Example of such colour image sensors are Bayer filter sensor, Foveon X3 sensor and
the 3CCD. Each of these sensors uses a different mechanism for colour separation.
In the project developed by Mori et al. (2010), a stereo motion capturing
system is used for data acquisition. Akl et al. (2011) uses WiiRemote, while Ren et al
(2013) and Celebi et al. (2013) implement data acquisition using Kinect sensor.
Frolova et al (2013) implements data acquisition through PrimeSense 3-D camera.
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Two types of sensors, inertial and optical, are implemented by Zhou et al (2014) and
Chen et al. (2013), but the latter also uses the WiiRemote to measure acceleration
and angular speed of body part. Nguyen et al. (2013) and Arora et al. (2014) use
webcams for data acquisition, while Alon et al. (2009) uses Windows PC camera
itself to capture gesture images.
1.3.2 Localisation
Localisation is an important step in gesture recognition, which constitutes two
steps: Segmentation and Tracking. Segmentation is the problem of determining
which pixels in an image constitute the hand (Suarez & Murphy, 2012) or the face.
A variety of techniques can be implemented in the segmentation stage like Depth
thresholding,

Viola

Jones

Object-Detection

Method,

Karhunen-Loeve

Decomposition (Kirby and Sirovich, 1990), skin-colour mapping, Cascaded
Classifiers on Haar-like features (Lienhart and Maydt, 2002), clustering, region
growing, static background subtraction, shadow analysis. In the Sixth Sense
Technology (Mistry & Maes, 2009), the user wears colour markers around his/her
fingers to simplify detection of fingers‟ movements by the camera. Tracking is
determining the trajectory of the desired object in the sequence of images (Suarez &
Murphy, 2012). There are different methods implemented like OpenNI through
NITE middleware and Microsoft Kinect SDK (Ren et al., Celebi et al., 2013),
Kalman filter (Esme, 2009) as shown in equation in (1),

mean shift and
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A number of different approaches have been implemented for eye tracking.
Some projects apply face detection prior to eye detection. Praglin and Tan (2014)
perform eye detection by colour methods, after which they mask out non-face
regions until only two remain where they compute the centroid of connected regions.
After eye detection face is detected by computing mean colour mark pixels in the
colour space of the mean colour in the image. Gaze estimation is performed using
SIFT along with RANSAC and homography model. Liu et al (2010) apply the
famous Viola-Jones classifiers for face detection, along with a mean shift tracking
algorithm. Zia et al. (April 2014) performed skin colour segmentation for face
detection, followed by circular Hough Transform to detect the iris. Face detection
has been achieved by Adaboost classifiers using MCT features in the project of Choi
et al. (July 2011). Both Bengoechea et al. (September 2012) and Fernandez et al.
(April 2014) implement Viola-Jones algorithm for face detection. The former
combines it with TLD algorithm and Lucas-Kanade Algorithm, while the latter
implements along ANN. A number of researchers prefer combining methods
together, as is the project by Majumder et al. (March 2011). Skin colour
segmentation is performed in the HSL colour space face detection in the paper by
Fosalau et al. (August 2011). Machine learning was performed by Jiao et al (July
2014) on SVM, GELM and KNN. Template matching and adaptive block matching
search techniques were implemented by Abdel-Kader et al (2014).
1.3.3 Classification
After the hand has been segmented and tracked, the hand actions detected
need to be classified into meaningful gestures. Before classifying the hand actions,
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the gesture type needs to be defined. After the gesture type is determined, the hand
trajectory is fed as input into a classification algorithm for hand gesture recognition.
1.3.3.1 Gesture Type
As explained by Suarez and Murphy (2012), four categories of gestures are
defined: (i) gesticulations (speech used for emphasis), (ii) emblems (gesture codes
without sound), (iii) pantomimes (not part of any code, no speech), and (iv) sign
language (replacing speech). Different gesture types exist depending on the type of
application for which hand gesture recognition is performed. For instance, in sign
language interpretation, the gesture type will be the dictionary for the ARSL (Arabic
Sign Language), BSL (British Sign Language), ASL (American Sign Language), or
the sign language of any other county. An example is the projects by Nguyen et al.
(2013) and Alon et al. (2009). Some define their own gesture type, like Ren et al.
(2013).
In terms of eye tracking, many eye gestures can be tracked like eye
movement tracking, eye gaze estimation, or eye blink detection. Eye gaze estimation
can be achieved by observing the corneal reflections on the cornea due to an IR light
source. In this term, two effects are common, the bright pupil and dark pupil
respectively (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Bright/ Dark Pupil Effect (Meunier et al., 2009)
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The former is when the light source is within the inclination path of the eye,
thus causing the light reflection from the pupil to fall back into the camera. The latter
is when the light source is away from the inclination path of the eyes, and the light
reflected from the pupil goes away from the camera in a different direction. In terms
of eye movements, saccades and fixations are the two well known. Saccades are the
fast movements of the pupil, while fixations are when eyes focus on an object of
interest.
1.3.3.2 Classification Algorithm
Different classification algorithms exist, and none has proved to be the best
one. Each algorithm has its own pros and cons; however certain algorithms have
been more implemented than others. Choosing one might depend on the gesture type
extracted. Some of the classification algorithms are Hidden Markov Models (HMM),
k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN), Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines and
Template Matching. These methods have been implemented in papers reviewed by
Suarez and Murphy (2012).
1.3.3.2.1 Artificial Neural Networks
Any complex task, when broken down into simpler elements, becomes easy
to solve. A network applies the concept of „divide and conquer‟ to solve complex
tasks (Gershenson, 2003). A network consists of (i) a set of nodes and (ii)
connections between those nodes. The nodes are seen as computational units which
receive an input, process it, and produce an output. The connections represent the
flow of information between the different nodes. Overall, the interactions inside a
network led to certain behaviour. Example of a network is the Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN). ANN is a concept inspired from the central nervous system in a
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human body that consists of neurons in a similar structure to a network. ANN helps
in machine learning and pattern recognition. They work in the same way a human
neuron works. Inputs are multiplied by weights and computed by a mathematical
function to determine the neuron‟s activation, and another function computes the
output of the neuron, as in Figure 8 (Gershenson, 2003). Weights can be adjusted to
obtain the wanted output for specific inputs. The weights are usually adjusted by an
algorithm by a process called learning or training. Many ANN have been developed
for different applications. In each network, certain features might be different like
functions, accepted values, topology or learning algorithms.

Figure 8: Artificial Neuron (Gershenson, 2003)
Many algorithms have been implemented in ANN. One of the most common
is Backpropagation algorithm. This is used in layered feed-forward ANNs, which
means those neurons are organised in layers and the signals are sent forward and the
errors are propagated backwards (Gershenson, 2003). There is the input layer, the
output layer, and some intermediate hidden layers. This algorithm is a supervised one
in which examples of the inputs and outputs to be computed are provided to the
network and the error is calculated. The error is the difference between the actual and
expected results. This error is to be reduced, until the training is learnt by the ANN.
The activation function in Figure 8 in the Backpropagation algorithm is set in
relation to a weighted sum of inputs multiplied by their weights. The training process
aims at obtaining a desired output when certain inputs are given. More details are
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given in Gershenson‟s paper (2003). Because of the way they work, neural networks
are well suited to be used in classification problems in designing gesture recognition
(Stergiopoulou and Papamarkos, 2009), air-traffic landing sequences (Memon,
2008), Clustering of Wear Particle Measurements (Memon, 2007; Memon, 2006),
Crime Investigation, and Analysis (Memon, 2003) etc.
1.3.3.2.2 Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVM) have produced good results in pattern
recognition and classification. SVMs are implemented when data is classified into
two classes. It searches for a best hyperplane to separate the two classes apart, as
mentioned by Hearst et al. (1998). Searching for the best hyperplane means
searching for the largest margin (that with maximum width) that separates all data
points of one class from all data points of the other class. This is illustrated in the
figure below. Support vectors are the points closest to the separating hyperplane.
The „+‟ points belong to one class, and the „-‟ points belong to the other class
respectively. As an illustration, this is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: SVM margin
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Mathematically, SVMs are implemented by a set of sequential equations. The
separating hyperplane is given by the following equation:
<w,x> + b = 0,

(2)

where <w,x> is a dot product of weights and data points, b is bias
To achieve the best separating hyperplane, the following equation needs to be
satisfied:
yi(<w,xi> + b) ≥ 1

(3)

where y is +/- one depending on the class
To simplify quadratic equations, Lagrange multipliers αi are applied with the
constraint and subtracted from the condition for maximal margin, which is
〈

〉 Thus, after applying primal Lagrange multipliers,
〈

After equating

〉

( (〈

〉

)

)

(4)

to zero, and solving we get:
(5)

and

Thus the dual Lagrange multipliers become:
〈
Values of
of

lies in the range 0 ≤

〉

(6)

≤ C , where C is a constraint which keeps values

within a limited range.

On the other hand, for nonlinear transformations, Kernels are often applied since a
simple hyperplane cannot separate the two classes of data points apart. The concept
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of the Kernel method is that there exist a function φ that maps x to a linear space S,
such that
K(x,y) = <φ(x),φ(y)>

(7)

This dot product takes place in the linear space S.
A number of issues are faced by physically challenged people in the Middle
East region. Due to lack of research, there is negligence to some basic rights and
requirements of such category of people in the society. There is a lack of facilities
that help ease their life. As such, they miss on a lot of employment and other
opportunities. Surely, advancements in technology can help improve the life of
physically disabled people. Gesture and face recognition can serve as an alternative
to people with paralysis. With regard to gesture and face recognition, a number of
methods have been proposed in the literature and discussed briefly in the previous
sections. The issue is that, with different proposed algorithms, no method has proved
to be the best in terms of detection. Each method, whether colour segmentation or
template matching or machine learning, has its pros and cons. Common limitations
exist in many of the discussed papers, like inability to detect the face when oriented
differently or the surrounding background is moving. Also, in some cases
combination of different methods for face detection produces good results. Thus,
face detection algorithms are still a topic of research to come up with better results
than the existing ones. Many challenges exist in face and eyes detection and tracking
like lighting conditions. These challenges are considered when detection and tracking
methods are chosen.
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Chapter 2: Methods
Gesture Recognition can be utilised to serve people who need it the most, the
paralysed who face difficulties coping with the life around them. Studying the
different approaches in gesture recognition can help build a system that serves those
people. Building an eye tracking keyboard can solve many difficulties faced by
people with physical difficulties. Also, it transforms partner-assisted scanning
technique to a new level, from implementation on papers to electronics.
Building an eye movement tracking system, as discussed in chapter 1,
involves three main stages: Eye Detection or Calibration, Tracking and
Classification.
2.1 Eye Calibration
Any device that tracks an object (here, eyes) will first requires a calibration
step where the system is able to recognise the object to track. A good example is
smart board which displays dots at the start to recognise the user‟s smart pen,
calibrate with it and be able to track its movements later on. Another good example
is the fingerprint password access feature added to the iPhone devices that requires
calibrating the user‟s fingerprints at the beginning before using that password
feature. Devices designed for users with disabilities are usually used by a single
person, unlike those designed for public use like the computers in universities and
other public places. As such, calibration is required only once. In this work, the
calibration phase is aimed to be once when the user uses the system for the first time.
After the calibration phase of eye detection of the user, the system can be easily used
by that user skipping the calibration phase.
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A couple of methods were explored to come up with the most efficient and
with best results. The main goal behind calibration stage is to detect the eyes and
extract features that will help in eye tracking later on. Here, focus was building a
quick and not time-consuming calibration algorithm. The input device is a Logitech
Webcam C110, with an in-built CMOS sensor and a noise reduction quality (a
method similar to video-oculography). This camera takes pictures at 30 frames per
seconds at a resolution of 1.3 Mega pixels. It is an inexpensive and affordable
camera. The algorithms designed are based on Appearance-based work on 2D
images captured by the camera.
2.1.1 Calibration Techniques
2.1.1.1 Method of Capturing Multiple Frames
Eye detection happens directly without the need for face detection. A person
blinks her/his eyes naturally. This quick movement of the eyes is utilized to detect
the user, assuming that the background is stationary. Since the system is designed for
indoor use and specifically for users with physical difficulties, the surrounding
environment will most probably be stationary. Even if there is a movement, the
system focuses on the movements in the middle centre of the screen (where the user
is most probably seated).
This method is software implemented, where the user is made to stare at the
screen and blink naturally for around 0.5s, during which multiple frames are captured
by the camera. By comparing multiple captured frames, the system will be able to
detect the eyes of the user which are under movement with the help of simple image
processing techniques. As seen in Figure 10, this method mainly involves subtraction
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between frames, processing the frames and selection of the best subtraction results.
Best subtraction results mean that the subtraction took place between one completely
closed eye frame and one completely opened eye frame. As such, the subtraction
results show the eyes shape and size correctly. The final result is a black and white
image with the subtraction results (eyes) in white pixels and the remaining picture in
black pixels. Figure 11 shows sample images after processing and how the best
frame is selected. The best frame selected is frame 10 with maximum white pixels
representing the eyes accurately.

Start Video

Capture 15
RGB frames
per trigger (1
trigger only)

Subtract each
consecutive
frames from
each other

Apply
threshold and
morphological
operations

Select
black/white
frame with
best results of
eye detection

Figure 10: Calibration by multiple frames

Figure 11: Multiple captured frames after processing (frames 2-15 from top right)
2.1.1.2 Method of Bounding Box
This approach also detects the eyes directly without the need to detect the
face prior to eye detection. The aim of the calibration is to detect the user‟s eyes
accurately and locate its position. As such, in this approach, bounding box visually
appears on the system screen in front of the user. The user is required to position
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him/her in such a way that the two eyes are positioned inside this box. Thus, this
approach is named „bounding‟ box. This method is very simple and works
efficiently. The user is only required to follow two instructions: „open your eyes‟ and
„close your eyes‟, while positioning the eyes inside the bounding box that appears on
the system screen in front of her/him. Since the position and size of the bounding box
is already known, the position of the user‟s eyes can be known and extracted
precisely. This method is flexible and the size of the bounding box can be chosen
such that it allows the user to use the system from a range of distances measured
from the system screen. This method is similar to the multiple dots calibration of
smart boards, in which the position of the dots are previously studied and known. A
pause of 5 seconds is added before each frame is captured to allow user to adjust face
position with respect to the bounding box and respond at ease to the sound file
played before frame capturing instructing the user to open and close eyes.
The dimensions of the bounding box have been decided to be of width 213
pixels and height 63. This size of the box has been chosen by trial-and-error method
in such a way that will provide freedom to the user to be seated in any distance from
23.75 inches (60 cm) to 71.25 inches (180 cm) from the computer screen. A distance
of less than 23.75 inches might be so close that the eyes fall outside the bounding
box, while beyond 71.25 inches from the computer screen might be so far in such a
way that the closing and opening of the eyes are not properly detected by the
program. Both cases might lead to improper detection of the eyes. According to
Apple Inc. (2015), a distance of 18 – 24 inches is the comfortable zone to place the
computer screen away from the eyes. This means that a distance of 23.75 – 71.25
inches is a good distance to avoid eye discomfort of the user. Figure 12 shows the
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steps in calibration by the bounding box method and Figure 13 shows the
implementation of the bounding box method.
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displayed on
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Figure 12: Bounding Box calibration

Figure 13: Bounding Box implementation
2.1.1.3 Method of Line Laser
This method involves face detection prior to eye detection. Figure 14 shows
the steps of implementation of line laser calibration method. In this method,
hardware setup is required. Laser has been implemented in a number of systems
because of its unique features, one of which is its brightness on reflection. This
feature is exploited in laser keyboards, as in (Zalkassim, 2012). In laser keyboards,
the reflection of the line laser onto the typing finger is captured by the camera and
indicates that a key has been pressed. Similarly, in this calibration method, a line
laser (a point laser can be an alternative) helps in detection of the user in front of the
system. This method depends on the fact that a user is the nearest object to the
system screen. Thus, a line laser is powered on a board and placed under webcam at
a horizontal position to the user. In this set up, it is projected at the lower part of the
user‟s face. For calibration, the laser is switched on and calibration starts. The laser
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line spans horizontally all objects in front of the screen. Since the user is the closest
object to the screen, the reflection of the laser on the user‟s face is the brightest.
Thus, the brightest reflection is recognised by the camera. For this method, only one
image is taken by the camera. A few processing steps are done, and the region on
which the laser reflection is brightest is detected as the face. As in Figure 15, only
one frame capturing is required.
This method is similar to physical methods implemented for eye and gesture
detection. This is because the main working of this technique is physical (through the
use of laser). Many physical approaches have proved successful in human computer
interaction like the use of electrodes for detecting eye movements, the use of hand
gloves to detect hand movements and the use of coloured markers on hand fingers in
the Sixth Sense Technology (Mistry & Maes, 2009).

Start Video

Line laser
directed
towards user

Capture only
one frame

Image
processing,
brightest region
detected

Face detected

Figure 14: Line Laser implementation

Figure 15: Brightest laser reflection in green box is detected as the user‟s face
2.1.1.4 Method of Artificial Neural Networks
Research examples of neural network implementation for the purpose of
camera calibration can be found in literature (Memon and Khan, 1998; Memon and
Khan 2001). There are a number of different neural networks that were trained. The
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performance of neural networks depends largely on the training input image samples,
as well as on other factors like the number of hidden layers chosen. A neural network
is trained to detect a face based on common dark spots in any human‟s face. But
before training, both the training input file and desired output file needs to be
prepared. First, images of the people‟s faces (training samples) are captured in RGB
form at a resolution of 640-by-480 pixels. This is the standard resolution of the
webcam used and is same as the resolution of pictures captured during the tracking
process. Next step is to convert the RGB images into grey scale. This is done since
the three colour channels are not required for training the network. Since the network
will detect faces by recognising dark places in the face, images will be inserted as
input to the network in the form of grey scale values. Third step is to increase the
contrast of the sample face images by adaptive histogram equalisation of all
channels. Two contrast techniques were tried. One is histogram equalisation (HE) of
each colour channel and all channels. Second trial was adaptive histogram
equalisation (AHE) of each colour channels and all channels. While some produced
little contrast, others produced too much contrast. Adaptive histogram equalisation of
all three channels at once produced the most desirable contrast between dark and
bright areas in the face (not too much and not negligible contrast). Overall, adaptive
histogram equalisation produces better results, as shown in Figure 16.
Last step in processing images before inserting them as training input into the
neural networks is to resize images. Images captured at 640-by-480 pixels resolution
are too big to be inserted as input. Since the interest is to detect dark and bright areas
in the faces, resizing will not affect the images. The images are first cropped to a size
of 368-by-336. This cropping is not necessary, but has been done only for neatness
and simplicity purposes.
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Figure 16: First row left-right: grey scale image, AHE on RGB channels, AHE on R
channel; second row left-right: AHE on B channel, AHE on G channel, HE on RGB
channels; third row left-right: HE on RGB channels individually
By this cropping, the shape of the images is changed from a rectangle 640by-480 to a square 368-by-336. With square images (width and height are almost
equal, with a ratio of 368/336 = 1.09), width and height of the images can be rescaled
to the same number without distorting the images, as illustrated in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Image shape not distorted after rescaling to 25-by-25 due to cropping
(left); image shape distorted after rescaling to 25-by-25 when cropping is not done
since original images captured by webcam are not square (right)
The images are then rescaled to 25-by-25 resolution for simplicity. It will be
easier to insert the values of all pixels into the neural network as input pixel when the
pixel number is reduced from 123,648 (368-by-336) to only 625 (25-by-25). Thus,
prior to training the neural network, each image undergoes the Figure 18 steps:
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Figure 18: Steps of processing images prior to insertion into network as training
input

Each processed image is inserted into the network as a training sample input.
Insertion of images into the program is done by entering the pixel values of each grey
scale image, one by one into one row. Since each image has a dimension of 25-by-25
image, there are a total of 625 pixel values in each grey scale image to be inserted, as
shown in Figure 19, and 20:

Figure 19: Displaying how image pixels inserted row-by-row as input into network

Figure 20: Total 625 (25 by 25) pixel values of processed grey scale image
As an example, pixel values are inserted row wise into one row, as such:
48

153

210

211

214

227
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117

119

158

179

172
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After that, pixel values are normalised by division with 255 (highest possible pixel
value) as follows:
0.1

0.60

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.89

0.35

0.22

0.40

0.45

0.46

0.61

0.70

0.67

0.57

A total of 34 face samples were used for training the network. The training
samples consisted of faces of both male and female, adults (aged 20-50) and children
(aged 5-8). The network is trained to detect faces by comparing the dark and bright
spots in the faces. The areas protruding inwards around the eyes and down across the
sides of the nose are usually dark, while the areas protruding outwards like the
cheeks are brighter in any human face irrespective of the whether the eyes are closed
or opened. Thus, the total input file for training the network is a 34×625 matrix
consisting of 34 samples of 625 elements each. A sample training file is shown in
Figure 21. Participants were made to close and open eyes for capturing two images
of each participant. With this, the network will be trained to detect faces irrespective
to whether eyes are opened or closed.

Figure 21: A section of the training input file
The network will be trained by supervision, known as supervised training. As
such, the desired output will be provided to the network. The desired output values
for each input image are four values that indicate the position of the nose with
respect to the eyes, as illustrated in Figure 22.
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These four values resemble the area surrounded by the eyes from the sides
and surrounded by the eyebrows and nose tip from the upper and lower sides. These
four output values are desired since the area in the middle of the two eyes can then be
segmented and used for skin colour segmentation in the tracking phase.

Figure 22: Input image displaying grey scale pixel values inserted into input file
Since the aim is to extract the position of the pixels and not the value, the
output has been converted from grey scale value to the pixel position by the
following formula:
[(

)

]

(8)

For instance, in the above image, the four desired output values are those
highlighted in red with grey scale values of 101, 116, 68 and 70. Since the input for
each image has been inserted row wise in one row, the position of the four desired
output values are retrieved by the following four equations:
[(

)

]

(9)

[(

)

]

(10)

)

]

(11)

[(
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[(

)

]

(12)

Thus, the desired outputs are those pixels in the 113th, 115th, 288th and 290th
column of the input 625-in-total pixels. Finally, the output values are normalised by
division with 625 (highest output position possible is the last row number), to get the
following:
0.180800000000000

0.184000000000000

0.460800000000000

0.464000000000000

Thus, the output file is 34×4 matrix consisting of 34 samples of 4 elements
each, as shown in Figure 23:

Figure 23: A section of the output file in training
After preparing the input and output files the network to be trained is
designed. The neural network is a two layer (one Hidden layer and one Output layer)
feed-forward network trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt and scaled conjugate
gradient backpropagation algorithm. While 34 samples were inserted for training, 27
(80%) samples were used for training and 5 (15%) used for validation and 2 (5%)
used for testing. The hidden layer consists of 20 neurons, set by default. The hidden
layer works with a sigmoid function and the output layer implements a linear
function, as shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: A rough diagram of the neural network to be trained
When simulating the network, the hidden and output layers will look like
those shown in Figure 25:

Figure 25: Network hidden layer, 20 neurons (left); network output layer, 4 neurons
(right)
For training, 1,030 iterations were conducted. Each time the program stopped
iterating since minimum mean squared error was reached, training was continued
until 1,030 iterations were completed. This was done to ensure that the best value of
error is achieved. The following Table 1 summarises the MSE (Mean Squared Error,
the average squared difference between the outputs and the targets) and Regression
(correlation between outputs and targets):

Training

Sample number

MSE

Regression

27

0.00004632702398146551

0.994613
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Validation

5

0.008716403854692

0.815132

Testing

2

0.001536056444238

0.999999

Table 1: Results of training data fitting network (20 hidden neurons)
The following graph in Table 2 illustrates the training results.
Graph

Comments
Graph indicates how the error decreases with training,
no overfitting occurred since test curve hasn‟t increased
significantly above the validation curve

Following graph shows the point at which training of
the network stopped, and also shows how a minimum
error was achieved after reaching 22 epochs of training.

Regression of > 0.9 is noticed in all plots except for the
validation plot, proving good match between the output
and the desired target (a good fit is especially noticed in
the training plot). The samples used for validation and
testing were only 5 and 2, possibility of extrapolation
(samples outside the training set), some of those are
supposed to be included in the training samples, while
another set of 5 and 2 samples needs to be used.

Table 2: Plotted results of training data fitting network (20 hidden neurons)
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Network Output
0.18

1

0.18

0.61

Desired Output
0.62

0.18

0.18

0.62

Error
0.62

-

-.004

.002

.0002

.0001
2

0.17

0.17

0.56

0.58

0.18

0.18

0.58

0.58

.003

.007

0.01

.001

3

0.22

0.22

0.53

0.55

0.22

0.22

0.54

0.54

-.002

.003

.004

-.004

4

0.22

0.23

0.50

0.51

0.22

0.22

0.50

0.50

-.002

-.003

-.002

-.004

5

0.18

0.18

0.57

0.58

0.18

0.18

0.58

0.5

-

-.002

.0009

-.003

.0005
6

0.18

0.35

0.51

0.62

0.14

0.14

0.54

0.54

-0.04

-0.20

0.02

-.083

7

0.17

0.18

0.58

0.57

0.18

0.18

0.58

0.58

.003

-.002

-.002

.009

8

0.22

0.21

0.53

0.54

0.22

0.22

0.54

0.54

-

.010

.006

-

.0004

.0004

9

0.30

0.48

0.62

0.75

0.22

0.22

0.58

0.58

-0.07

-.257

-0.04

-0.16

10

0.22

0.21

0.53

0.53

0.22

0.22

0.54

0.54

.0001

0.01

.008

.005

Table 3: Measured vs. Desired output values of trained data fitting network (20
hidden neurons)
Thus, the network has been trained to detect faces in front of the camera
based on a certain sequence of dark and bright spots that is same in every face.
Training Data Fitting Neural Network (with 125 Hidden Neurons)
Input and output files are same as the previous network (input file is a
34×625 matrix consisting of the image pixel values inserted row-wise and output file
is a 34×4 matrix consisting of the four required positions of the nose area). 1000
epochs were completed in training. Following are the resulting graphs:
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Graph

Comments
Regression value for the training set is
satisfactory, but the validation and test sets
show quite low values for the regression slope

MSE (Mean Square Error) is not very low,
overfitting about to happen

Following training state values are plotted until
the point at which training stopped.

Table 4: Plotted results of training data fitting network (125 hidden neurons)
The following Table 5 summarises the training results:
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Sample number

MSE

Regression

Training

24

0.0013327

0.853354

Validation

5

0.03851

-0.272043

Testing

5

0.0266861

-0.406954

Table 5: Results of training data fitting network (125 hidden neurons)
Training Pattern Recognition Neural Network (with 20 Hidden Neurons)
The input file is a 39×625 matrix consisting of the image pixel values. 34
samples are faces and 5 samples are non-faces (random photos). Values of the input
file were inserted row-wise. The output file is a 39×1 matrix, each entry consisting of
1 or 0. 1 resembles a face and 0 resembles a non-face. 1000 epochs were completed
in training.
The following Table 6 summarises the training results:
Sample number

MSE

% Error

Training

27

0.0000000388487

0

Validation

6

0.0000554176

0

Testing

6

0.000116322

0

Table 6: Results of training pattern recognition network (20 hidden neurons)
The following are the resulting graphs, shown in Table 7.
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Graph

Comments
27 samples were used for training, 6 samples
were used for validation, 6 samples were used
for testing. No misclassifications are noticed.

Overfitting observed since test curve rises
beyond validation curve.

Following training state values are plotted
until the point at which training stopped

A 90 degree angle notifies good recognition
results

Table 7: Plotted results of training pattern recognition network (20 hidden neurons)
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Training Data Fitting Neural Network (with 20 Hidden Neurons)
The difference between this network and the first one trained with 20 hidden
units also, is that here image pixel vales of the input file were inserted column-wise
(as illustrated in the Figure 26). This method was tried to check if the network can
recognise faces better, since the previous network displayed correct row number but
incorrect column number. The other difference is that the output file is 34-by-4
matrix, consisting of 34 samples of 4 desired face points that has not been
normalised.

Figure 26: Inserting pixel values column-wise
Once, 1000 epochs were completed in training, the following are the resulting
graphs, as shown in Table 8:

39
Graph

Comments
Regression values are satisfactory in case of the
training samples,

but unsatisfactory for

the

validation and testing samples.

MSE (Mean Square Error) of the validation and test
samples is quite high, which is not desirable.

Following training state values are plotted until the
point where training stopped.

Table 8: Plotted results of training data fitting network (20 hidden neurons), columnwise insertion
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2.1.1.5 Method of Support Vector Machines
The concept of kernels was implemented in training support vector machines
for face detection in the calibration stage. Different SVMs were trained, such as
linear and kernels (Gaussian, polynomial), to compare the performance and choose
the one with best results.
SVM with Linear Kernel
The input file is a matrix of size 39 × 625, consisting of pixel values of 39
samples of both positive (face) and negative (non-face) samples. The groups file (like
output file) is a column vector of size 39 × 1, consisting of either 1 (face) or 0 (nonface). The following are the results after training, shown in Table 9:
Support

7 support vectors of indices: 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19

Vectors
Alpha

-0.0109238356105662,0.00602186490777510,0.00185224308926318,0.00167132347468738,-0.000650312134400455,0.00439243922084035,0.00976380244345609

Bias

-1.3530

Correct Rate

0.8157894736842105

Error Rate

0.18421052631578946

Table 9: Results of trained SVM (linear, 7 SV)
Another SVM was trained with different number of support vectors, but produced
similar results, as shown in Table 10:
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Support

14 support vectors of indices: 5, 11, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 30, 34, 36, 39

Vectors
Alpha

0.0123170776675077,0.00798968508745530,-0.00190989789279458,0.00518185056588518,0.00298002723509351,-0.00755956823622462,0.00526700764447905,-0.00257968666905058,-0.00116720210229293,0.00467626061145311,-0.00496412222423166,-0.00233300095995789,
0.0129179054334112,-0.000566098517098042

Bias

-1.9389

Table 10: Results of trained SVM (linear, 14 SV)
Hence, training a linear SVM by the above does not separate the face from
non-face images to the desired extent as seen from the error rate.
SVM with Gaussian (RBF) Kernel
Training a SVM with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) or Gaussian Kernel
gives a correct rate of 0.8947, a value close to the previous SVM with a linear kernel.
SVM with Polynomial Kernel
Since previous trainings didn‟t produce the desired minimum error rate and
maximum correct rate, detailed training needs to be done where the individual
parameters are set manually. As such, the input file is a combination of two files.
One part of the input file is a 34 × 625 matrix consisting of pixel values of face
images (positive samples) inserted column-wise. The other part of the input file is a
34 × 625 matrix consisting of pixel values of random non-face images (negative
samples) taken from the Internet. The grouping file consists of only 1‟s and -1‟s. 1‟s
resemble positive samples and -1‟s resemble negative samples. 17 of the positive and
negative samples were kept for training (a total of 34 training samples, half of which
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are 1‟s and the other half are -1‟s), while the remaining 17 of each of the positive and
negative samples were kept aside for validation of the training results.
Different number of support vectors was selected by the machine as well as
different accuracy levels for both the training and validation stages depending on the
degree of the polynomial of the kernel. This is shown in Table 11.
Polynomial degree for Kernel

Order One

Order Two

Order Three

Order Four

No. of Support Vectors

60

30

25

23

Training Accuracy

0.5

1

1

1

Validation Accuracy

0.5

0.75

0.875

0.875

Time Taken for training

0.0 sec

0.0 sec

0.0 sec

0.0 sec

Table 11: Comparing different degree polynomial SVM
As the degree of polynomial is higher, fewer number of support vectors are
required. Also, the performance increases as the degree of polynomial is higher, as
illustrated from the accuracy levels. However, performance reaches a maximum at
polynomial degree three after which it doesn‟t increase further. Thus, a kernel
polynomial of degree three was selected for face detection in the calibration phase.
After training, values of alpha were calculated by the kernel classifier, after
which the weights can be calculated by the equation:

The weight matrix is of size 1-by-625. From this weight matrix, and the bias
calculated by the kernel classifier during training, the confidence level of every point
can be calculated by the equation:
yi(<w,xi> + b) ≥ 1
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To check for the working of the classifier, the weight matrix is plotted, which
looks like an average face from the samples, shown in Figure 27:

Figure 27: Plotted SVM weight matrix
This plotted weight matrix shows that the kernel classifier was successfully
trained to detect faces and non-faces. The value of the constraint C affects the face
detection results. As such, different values of C were tested and results are shown in
Table 12:
Value of C

1000

100

10

1

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001

0.00001

10-8

No. of SVs

10

10

10

12

12

12

12

12

15

33

Training

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.647

0.647

0.647

0.647

0.647

0.647

0.647

0.647

0.676

0.68

Acc.
Validation
Acc.

Table 12: Comparing SVM performance with different C values
When plotting the weight matrix after training with different values of C, it can
be noticed that lower the value of C, more the weight matrix looks similar to a face,
as shown in Figure 28:
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Weight Matrix with

Weight Matrix with

Weight Matrix with

Weight Matrix with

C=1000:

C=1:

C=0.001:

C=0.00000001:

Figure 28: Plotted weight matrix for different C values
Thus, C=0.00000001 was selected as the final value for training a face
detection SVM in the calibration phase.
A couple of support vector machines were trained with different sets of face
positive samples. The final SVM selected with best results produced is a 20 positive
face samples and a 20 non-face samples. The samples have been properly selected to
represent different faces (male and female, adults and kids). The training samples
were cropped to a 50-by-62 size without distorting the height/weight ratio of face
images. Thus, the weight matrix is of size 1-by-3100. The results are shown in Table
13.
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1st

degree

2nd

degree

3rd

degree

Gaussian kernel

Polynomial

Polynomial

Polynomial

kernel

kernel

kernel

Support vectors no.

20

20

20

20

Training

samples

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

Validation samples

0.5

0.5

0.55

0.5

accuracy

accuracy
Weight

matrix

plotted

Av. Weight matrix
plotted

Table 13: Comparing SVM performance for different kernels
2.1.2 Feature Extraction
After eyes are detected by using the first three methods discussed above, the
final result is the black and white image, as shown in Figure 29. From this image,
multiple features can be extracted that will help in the tracking phase.

Figure 29: Eye detected in b/w image
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Extracting eyes position:
After the black and white image is extracted, the size of the eyes is extracted
similar to Figure 30. Extraction of these measurements is helpful later on for tracking
the eyes by feature matching.

Figure 30: Extracting eye measurements
For each of the right and left eye, a search is done for the x and y coordinates of the
eye (basically a search for the x and y coordinates of the white pixels):
(13)
(14)
These equations give an approximation of the number of pixels occupied by each eye
in the captured images.
Extracting eyes colour:
The values of the three colour channels of the RGB colour space for the eyes
are calculated. This is done by extracting the mean and standard deviation of the
three colour channels in the eye area detected. This will be helpful since different
people have different colour of the iris. As such, deviations in the RGB channels are
noticed to be different. This eye colour extraction can be used later on to confirm that
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the location of the eye detected is correct by checking on the RGB values of that
detected area. As inferred from Table 14, the different colours of the iris are reflected
on the different RGB values of the eye area. However, other factors, like

Mean
Deviation

Standard

Deviation

Mean
Standard

Deviation

Mean
Standard

Blue Channel

Green Channel

Red Channel

illumination, also affect the RGB values in the captured picture.
Black

Brown

Green

Blue

Grey

30.3833

145.9635

110.2702

131.6454

88.3576

20.6293

60.8245

66.8751

62.0764

41.4539

26.2451

107.7202

92.5414

128.1594

81.1568

19.9083

59.7821

62.4807

57.4799

39.1077

22.2741

90.8608

85.4102

144.9685

78.9416

20.1335

65.2992

62.7050

58.6403

39.9367

Table 14: Different RGB values for eyes with different iris colour
In tracking techniques, features that are unique in all people are usually
exploited for tracking purposes. Such is the case of the famous detection algorithms
like Viola-Jones, where the dark spots that are common in all people‟s faces are
exploited (known as the Haar-like features). As such, here, two features are
exploited: the pupil and the cornea. Whatever be the colour of the eyes (the iris),
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there will always be black and white pixels inside the eyes (which are the pupil and
cornea respectively). These two features, illustrated in Figure 31, are common in all
people.

Figure 31: Human eye (Shutterstock.com, 2015)
In RGB colour space, black has a value of 0 and white is 255. Other colours
are between 0 and 255. In tracking the white and black pixels, first attempt was to set
a fixed threshold to detect the black and white pixels. As such, the system was
designed to consider any pixel above 130 as white. The threshold value was chosen
based on trial-and-error method on a sample picture. However, the program couldn‟t
detect the white cornea in many other samples. Thus, it was found that setting a fixed
threshold for the black and white was not practical since the work is in RGB colour
space. RGB values change with illumination, due to which the white cornea pixels
might have values below 130. And other attempts to increase or decrease the
thresholds didn‟t work for all testing attempts. As such, another method needs to be
implemented that is universal and not constrained by a threshold value. Thus,
histogram equalization was chosen.
In histogram equalization, the contrast is enhanced and induced boundaries
are eliminated. Thus, by this technique, white pixels can be easily distinguished from
black pixels. However, this contrast enhancement is applied to the red channel only
of the eyes. It has been noticed that applying contrast enhancement on the red
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channel produces best results with regards to distinguishing between white and black
pixels. The difference is illustrated in Table 15. This has been explained by
Majumder et al. (2011) from the paper „Directional and nondirectional spectral
reflection from the human fovea” by Kraats and Norren (2008). They explained that
there exist red blood vessels behind the retina. Also, red colour exhibits the highest
wavelength compared to other colours. Thus, they worked on the red colour space
represented in hue. The figures in Table 15 prove that red channel produces best
results of contrast between white cornea and black pupil in the RGB colour space.
Before Histogram Equalisation

After Histogram Equalisation

RGB Channel

Red Channel

Green Channel

Blue Channel

Table 15: Histogram Equalisation on the different colour channels
After histogram equalization, a search is done for the maximum (highest
value) and minimum (lowest value) pixel in the eye area. This is done under the
assumption that the darkest pixel will correspond to the black pupil, while the
brightest pixel will correspond to the white cornea, as illustrated in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Brightest pixels in yellow (cornea), darkest pixels in red (pupil)

In the above figure, the maximum (highest pixel value) and minimum (lowest
pixel value) are shown in yellow and red along with their pixel values. Also, the
standard deviation of the red channel of the eye area after histogram equalization is
extracted. The extraction of this standard deviation is due to the fact that the cornea
region exhibits different pixel values that are close to white, and the pupil region
exhibits different pixel values that are close to black. Uneven surrounding lighting is
the main reason for these different pixel values, as well as other reasons like the
camera quality. As such, knowing the deviation with respect to the mean will help
the system detect most of the pixels in the cornea region and that in the pupil region.
This eye contrast adjustment (by histogram equalization) as well as
measurement of the white pixels and the black pixels, will be used later for tracking
eyes.
Extracting skin colour:
Skin colour segmentation is the major step for face detection in this research
work. As such, values of the RGB colour channels of the skin can be determined
after the eyes are detected in the calibration phase. The area between the two eyes is
used for skin colour extraction, as shown below in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Extraction of RGB values of selected skin area
Extracting facial measurements:
The steps in this program run in a sequential way. The RGB values of the
skin, extracted previously, are exploited for detection of the entire face by a simple
search of the RGB values in the image captured. The pixels with RGB values in the
range of (

) and (

) are detected as the face. Other pixels misclassified as

face are removed by morphological operations. Thus, the skin colour extracted
previously from a small area between the eyes is used for whole face detection. The
method worked successfully for different faces, including people with beard. The
result is shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Face detection by skin colour sgmentation
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From this detected face, the facial measurements of the forehead, chin, left
side and right side are calculated, as shown in Figure 35. These measurements will
be helpful later on when tracking the eyes in the face.

Figure 35: Extracting face measurements
2.2 Eye Tracking
Using the features extracted, tracking has been implemented in a couple of
ways involving different combinations of features extracted and that combination
with best results have been chosen finally. In all combinations, skin colour
segmentation has been used as a main technique for tracking the user‟s face.
2.2.1 Combination 1: White and Black Pixels in Eyes
Here, after the calibration stage and feature extraction, the eyes are tracked by feature
matching in the following steps, as shown in Figure 36.

Start Video,
take
snapshot

1. Detect
face by skin
colour
segmentatio
n, Get face
coordinates

2. Use facial
measureme
nts to detect
eyes region

3. Search
for white
and black
pixels of
eyes after
Histogram
Equalizatio
n

Figure 36: Steps of tracking combination 1

After eyes
found,
calculate
centre of
eyes
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Steps 1, 2 and 3 consist of feature matching with those extracted from the calibration
stage. For step 3, the minimum and maximum extracted before in the calibration
phase are utilised for tracking the pupil and cornea. The maximum (highest pixel
value) is assumed to be the white cornea while the minimum (lowest pixel value) is
assumed to be the black pupil. The eye area, shown below in Figure 37, is
transformed to its red channel and histogram equalization is performed. Next step is
to search for the cornea and pupil, using the conditions:
Pupil detected if:
(
) (15)
The following Figure 37 will be the result. As can be noticed, only the pupil
and the eye lashes are detected.

Figure 37: Dark pixels detected

Cornea detected if:
(
) (16)
As a result, only cornea is detected, while other single pixels are removed by
simple morphological operations, as shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Bright pixels detected
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The system works by detecting both the pupil and the cornea ((15) & (16)), as
shown below in Figure 39. This is because it was found that relying only on dark
pixel detection or only on bright pixel detection might lead to false detection of the
eyes. However, relying on both detections increases the chance of correct eye
detection. After tracking the pupil and cornea, centre of detected (white + black
pixels) is regarded as centre of the eye. The following Figure 39 shows the tracked
centre of eye.

Figure 39: Calculating centre of both dark and bright pixels
If results match (black and white pixels that fall in the specified range of (15)
and (16) are found), eyes are detected and marked (small coloured rectangular) as
shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40: Detected Eye Centres
2.2.2 Combination 2: Mathematical Face Measurements
This tracking method has been implemented after face is detected with the
trained support vector machine. Skin colour of detected face is extracted. This skin
colour is utilised to detect the face while tracking. Skin colour segmentation results
in a black-white image. Here, histogram equalisation on the red channel is done, after
which the search for the black pupil (minimum RGB values point) is implemented.
The sequence of stages is shown in Figure 41.
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Start Video,
take
snapshot

1. Detect
face by skin
colour
segmentatio
n, Get face
coordinates

2. Search
for black
pixels of
both eyes
after
Histogram
Equalizatio
n

3. At those
points, eyes
are
extracted
based on
fixed
measureme
nts

After eyes
found,
calculate
centre of
eyes

Figure 41: Steps of tracking combination 2
In the above step 3, fixed measurements are calculated based on known facts in every
person:
(17)
(18)

2.2.3 Combination 3: Eye Detection SVM
Another technique chosen and implemented is the one stated in Figure 42. It
came up with best results as illustrated from the testing results in chapter 3. This is
because this tracking method has been implemented after studying the drawbacks
and false results from previous tracking methods. The face is detected with the
trained support vector machine, after which skin is extracted.

Start
Video,
take
snapshot

1. Detect
face by
skin
colour
segmenta
tion, Get
face
coordinat
es

2. Search
for black
pixels of
both eyes
in limited
face
region
after
Histogra
m
Equalizat
ion

3. Search
for both
eyes in
limited
face
region by
trained
SVM

4. If steps
2 and 3
match,
check
that both
eyes are
inclined
in the
same
angle.

5. If yes,
eyes
found,
calculate
centre of
eyes

Figure 42: Steps of tracking combination 3
This combination of methods is unique due to step 4 and 5, in which two checks are
implemented to verify if eyes are detected correctly or not. As an illustration, the
steps are tabulated in Table 16 as follows:
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1.

Start Video, take snapshot
Detect face by skin colour segmentation,
get face coordinates

2.

Search for black pixels of both eyes in
limited face region after Histogram
Equalisation

3.

Search for both eyes in limited face
region by trained SVM

4.

If steps 2 and 3 match, check that both
eyes are inclined in the same angle.

5.

If yes, eyes found, calculate centre of
eyes

Eyes detected!

Table 16: Tracking steps in combination 3 (visualised)
In step 3, a number of support vector machines were trained to detect eyes. Training
was done in the same way as face training during the calibration phase, where both
eye and non-eye samples are fed into the support vector machine. The eye samples
are represented by 1‟s and the non-eye sample images are represented by -1‟s. The
support vector machine, with the help of support vectors, forms a margin by equation
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(2) to distinguish between eye and non-eye samples by satisfying equation (3).
Different SVMs were trained, and are listed in Tables 17-20.
20 eye 20

1st

non-eye

Polynomial

samples, all

kernel

degree

2nd

degree

3rd

degree

Gaussian kernel

Polynomial kernel

Polynomial kernel

20

20

17

20

0.5

0.55

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

35-by-70
No. of support
vectors
Training
samples
accuracy
Validation
samples
accuracy
Weight matrix
plotted

Table 17: SVM Eye training results (35-by-70 dimension, 40 training samples)
24 eye 24 non-eye

1st

samples, all 45-by-75

Polynomial

Polynomial

Polynomial

kernel

kernel

kernel

No. of support vectors

19

10

11

24

Training samples accuracy

0.833

1

1

0.5

Validation

0.875

0.792

0.75

0.5

samples

degree

2nd

degree

3rd

degree

Gaussian kernel

accuracy
Weight matrix plotted

Table 18: SVM Eye training results (45-by-75 dimension, 48 training samples)
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26 eye 26 non-eye

1st

samples, all 35-by-

Polynomial

Polynomial

Polynomial

Polynomial

65

kernel

kernel

kernel

kernel

support

25

25

20

11

26

samples

0.5

0.5

0.654

1

0.5

Validation samples

0.5

0.5

0.577

0.654

0.5

No.

of

degree

2nd

degree

3rd

5th

degree

degree

Gaussian
kernel

vectors
Training
accuracy

accuracy
Weight

matrix

plotted

Table 19: SVM Eye training results (35-by-65 dimension, 52 training samples)
50 eye 50

1st

non-eye

Polynomial

Polynomial

Polynomial

Polynomial

samples, all

kernel

kernel

kernel

kernel

49

49

38

22

50

0.5

0.5

0.74

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.48

0.5

degree

2nd

degree

3rd

degree

4th

degree

Gaussian
kernel

35-by-65
No. of support
vectors
Training
samples
accuracy
Validation
samples
accuracy
Weight matrix
plotted

Table 20: SVM Eye training results (35-by-65 dimension, 100 training samples)
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Different parameters for the dimensions of the image samples were selected,
such as 35-by-65, 45-by-75 and 35-by-70. This was done to check which dimension
will work the best. The dimension decides how much area of the eye of the person
will be cropped to be used as training sample. The dimension is also equal to the size
of the window that is used after training to detect eyes of the user. The user‟s face
image is divided into blocks. This window works by moving from one block to
another and detecting if the eyes are present or not. If eyes in the captured images
are bigger than the window size, chances are that eyes will not be detected (since the
eyes fall out of the block). Hence, the aim is to set a small size for the window since
calculations will be easier, but also an appropriate size that can fit user‟s eyes into a
single block. Two-eye detection SVM was also trained to test for best performance,
as follows in Table 21:
12 eye 12

1st

non-eye

Polynomial

samples, all

kernel

degree

2nd

degree

3rd

degree

Gaussian kernel

Polynomial kernel

Polynomial kernel

9

11

9

12

1

1

1

0.5

0.667

0.75

0.583

0.5

35-by-175
No. of support
vectors
Training
samples
accuracy
Validation
samples
accuracy
Weight matrix
plotted

Table 21: SVM Two-eye training results
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The search in step 3 for the eyes is performed in a way similar to a moving
fixed-sized window. The image is divided into sub windows. In each window, the
confidence level is calculated using the weight matrix of trained SVM. If confidence
level exceeds a set threshold, eyes are assumed to be detected and the position of that
window is extracted. This window SVM method has been implemented by INRIA
Visual Recognition and Machine Learning in Summer School (July, 2012). The
limited face region where search for both eyes is performed is in the face centre
where the eyes are located as per the human face golden ratio (Holland, 2008),
pictorially shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43: Eye search area (face golden ratio)
2.3 Classification
To make the keyboard as simple as possible, only three movements of the eye
ball are detected, right, left and centre respectively. The method of dark pixel
detection discussed under the tracking combination algorithm 2 is implemented. As
such, the eye appears as in Figure 44. Calculation of the position of the eye ball is
done by calculation of the ratio of white to black pixels in different positions of the
tracked eye to locate the eye pupil. Right or left positions of the eyeballs indicate that
a key is pressed. Centre indicates that no action is to be taken. This is further
illustrated in Figure 45.
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Figure 44: Detection of eye ball position during classification stage

Figure 45: Eye indicating pressing key (right); eye indicating no key to press (left)
The eye tracking keyboard can be designed to detect a variety of different eye
movements. The aim, here, is to make the keyboard as simple as possible. The
keyboard is based on the technique of Partner-Assisted Scanning, as discussed in
chapter 1. PAS is a known communication technique for those with difficulty in
speaking/moving. PAS keyboards can be designed in a varied number of ways. They
could display letters, sentences or alphabet. They can be designed in different
designs and languages. As such, the keyboard scans through each key as shown
below in Figure 46.

Figure 46: Designed PAS keyboard
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The yellow square moves through each letter, pauses for one second and then
moves to the next letter and so on. The speed of the pause can be customised to
match the pace of the user. This set up is suitable for people with paralysis and
physical disabilities. When the desired letter is highlighted, the user gestures by
moving her/his eyes to one side. When the system detects that the user‟s eye ball has
been moved sideways, that highlighted letter is printed on the screen.
The tracking program and scanning keyboard work independently of each
other. This is due to the single thread nature of the program used. Overall, three files
run simultaneously. One is the tracking system that captures images continuously
and searches for the eyes in each image. Second program that runs simultaneously is
the keyboard that scans through each letter continuously by highlighting the letters
on by one in a fixed time interval between each letter. This program is independent
and only displays the scanning keyboard. It does not interfere with the working of the
eye tracking system. Third is another program (a function), that sends the key to be
displayed to the main program. Since the keyboard scans letters independently, the
selection of the key to be displayed is done with the help of a timer. The keyboard
scans at a fixed time of one second per letter. There are 40 letters, so the entire
keyboard is scanned in 40 seconds. Thus, a timer that calculates each round of image
capture is used to select the key to display by the following simple equation:
(19)
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Thus, the overall three files communicate as shown in Figure 47.

Calibration
and tracking
of eyes is
done here
Displays/Typ
es Key on
screen

Calculates
and sends the
key to be
displayed

Scans through
letters
(Works
independently)

Figure 47: Communication between the three eye tracking system files
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Thus, the system works as shown in Figure 48:

Figure 48: Flow chart of PAS eye tracking system
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Chapter 3: Results
The results were obtained by testing the built programs. Both unit testing and
system testing were performed.
3.1 Testing of Calibration Phase
Multiple Frames
Results of this method are quite satisfactory. However, the existence of multiple
frames is cumbersome. Testing was done multiple times on the same individual. On
testing, results showed that sometimes system fails to select the best image. The
existence of maximum number of white pixels in some images might not indicate the
position of the eyes in the image, as is the case in frame 7 of Figure 49. On the other
hand, when the best frame is correctly selected, the results are accurate and exact
position of the eyes in the image is located.

Figure 49: Frame 7 detects wrong pixels as eyes in multiple frames method
Bounding Box
Testing was done on 10 different individuals, both male and female, adults and
kids. Sample results shown in Figure 50 proved efficiency of the method and ease of
implementation. In one case, the eyes were not perfectly detected due to uneven
lighting inside the room. Overall, testing results were successful by 96 % (24
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successful attempts out of 25). One attempt failed to detect the eyes because of poor
quality images taken by camera under very dim light.

Figure 50: Participant eyes detected by bounding box method
Testing, as shown in Table 22, has been conducted on the same person,
indoor, with background set as random (mostly colourful). It can be noticed that
adding erosion to the processing stage of the images has improved the results of both
eyes being detected.
Test #

Environment

Test 1

One fluorescent light bulb and noon

Results

Reasons

Only left eye

Right eye too dark, lighting in

detected

room not equal

Only left eye

Right eye too dark, lighting in

detected

room not equal

sunlight, black scarf
Test 2
Changed threshold value of greyscale image
Both eyes
Test 3
detected
Both eyes
Test 4
detected
Only left eye

Right eye too dark, lighting in

detected

room not equal

Test 5
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Both eyes
Test 6
detected
Only left eye
Test 7
detected
Both eyes
Test 8

two fluorescent light bulbs, black
detected
scarf
Both eyes

Test 9
detected
Both eyes
Test 10
detected
Only left eye
Test 11

Light in front of face
detected
Erosion added
Both eyes

Test 12
detected
Both eyes
Test 13
detected
two fluorescent light bulbs, black
Both eyes
Test 14

scarf
detected
Both eyes

Test 15
detected
Both eyes
Test 16
detected
Test 17

No eye

Camera not so advanced, poor

detected

quality images under dim light

very dim bulb light, black scarf
Noon sunlight through multi-

Both eyes

coloured window, black scarf

detected

Test 18
Both eyes
Test 19

Noon sunlight, black scarf
detected
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Dim lighting from fluorescent and
Both eyes
Test 20

incandescent bulbs and dim sunlight,
detected
black scarf
Both eyes

Test 21
detected
Both eyes
Test 22
detected
Both eyes
Test 23

Only sunlight, colourful scarf
detected
Both eyes

Test 24
detected
Both eyes
Test 25
detected

Table 22: Testing results of bounding box eye calibration method
Line Laser
While this method requires an additional hardware set up (setting the line
laser), it is advantageous in the fact that it requires only one frame. From this one
frame, the face can be directly detected after processing of the image. Testing on one
sample showed good results as long as the user is the nearest object to the screen and
the laser is mounted in a proper horizontal position and distance from the user. As
noticed, this method involves face detection prior to eye detection unlike previous
method where eyes were detected directly without the need for face detection.
Data Fitting Neural Network, No. of Hidden Neurons = 20
After the network was trained and minimum MSE values were reached, the
network was tested by randomly inserting images captured by the webcam. This is
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to determine the accuracy by which the network can recognise faces and can
correctly output the position of the area between the two eyes:
Desired Output
0.2224

0.2256

0.5424

0.5456

Network Output
0.273832

0.276808

0.571432

0.574408

MSE
0.00224493
Regression
A good fit is noticed between the output

0.99393

and desired target, with a regression of
0.99393

Table 23: Testing results of data fitting neural network for face detection (20 hidden
neurons)
As can be noticed from the Table 23, a close precision is achieved but not good
enough to detect the desired area in the face. This is because when retrieving back
the pixel position, a significant difference is noticed when comparing the output pixel
position result and the desired pixel position result. This is illustrated in the
calculation sections i) and ii) below:
i)

Retrieving desired pixel position:
([

]

[
[

])
]

[

]
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[

]

[

]
[
[

]

]

[

]

[

]

[
ii)

]

Retrieving output pixel position:
([

[

]

])
[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]
[
[

]

]

[

[
[

]
]

]

Clearly the output pixel positions do not match accurately with the desired
values, especially in case of the column number. However, row numbers are very
close and show good precision to the desired values (desired row position is 6 and
14, output row position is 7 and 15).
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Data Fitting Neural Network, No. of Hidden Neurons = 125
Similar test image to the one used in previous network (with 20 hidden
neurons) has been tested on this network, and results tabulated in Table 24.
Desired Output
0.2224

0.2256

0.5424

0.5456

Network Output
0.165592

0.168248

0.431192

0.433848

MSE
0.0119941
Regression
1
Figure displays difference between desired
output and measured output (result is not
satisfactory)

Table 24: Testing results of data fitting neural network for face detection (125 hidden
neurons)
Thus, performance has degraded when number of hidden neurons has increased to
125 units and over fitting is likely to happen.
Pattern Recognition Neural Network, No. of Hidden Neurons = 20
Random face image was inserted into network, and result is shown in Table 25.
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Image has been correctly recognised as a face and
output was 1. A minimum mean square error
(MSE) of 0.000000000844872 was achieved.

Table 25: Testing results of pattern recognition neural network for face detection (20
hidden neurons)
Thus, faces are well recognised. However, this network is a pattern
recognition that is successful in recognising patterns and outputting 1, but
unsuccessful in displaying the exact positions of the nose area which is required for
skin colour extraction.
Data Fitting Neural Network, No. of Hidden Neurons = 20
This network is trained by data fitting, similar to the network trained
previously. However, in this network, values of the training images were inserted in
a column-wise manner, unlike the previous network where values of the training
images were inserted row-wise. This has been done to test if networks learn
differently depending on the pixel insertion order of the training images. A random
face image was inserted into the network, with the following results in Table 26:
Desired Output
331

339

381
Network Output

389
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310.3

320.7

375.3

385.7

Table 26: Testing results of data fitting neural network for face detection (20 hidden
neurons, column-wise)
Thus, performance has not improved, which shows that insertion of data columnwise instead of row-wise does not guarantee better results.
Support Vector Machine, Polynomial Kernel
Next was to train support vector machines for face detection, observe the
performance after training and compare the results with the previous methods. After
the SVM is trained, the face detection ability of the trained SVM is tested. First step
in testing is to capture and process face images, after which confidence level is
calculated. This confidence level measures how much the captured image resembles
a face as per the trained SVM. If the confidence level exceeds a set threshold, face is
detected by the SVM.
Following Figure 51 shows the steps of the testing phase:

Captu
ring
RGB
face
image
at 640by-480
res.

Conve
rt
RGB
image
to grey
scale
image

Adapti
ve
Histog
ram
Equali
sation
of the
image

Resizi
ng
image
to 35
by 45
(14
times
smaler
)

Image
divide
d into
25 by
25
subwindo
ws,
transp
osed,
norma
lised

Confid
ence
level
of
each
windo
w
calcul
ated
by
(<w,xi
> - b)

If
confid
ence
level >
thresh
old
(set to
0.5),
face
detect
ed

Figure 51: Steps of face detection by SVM
Image with box displayed over face is shown in Figure 52:

After
face is
detect
ed, a
box is
displa
yed on
face

Coord
inates
of the
box
indicat
e the
positio
n of
the
face,
from
which
skin
colour
is
extrac
ted
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Figure 52: Face detected in yellow box by trained SVM
The confidence level, as displayed on the image, is 0.73888, which is above
threshold set (= 0.5). The box coordinates are [10.5000

5.5000

34.5000

29.5000]. Dividing the box width by half gives the exact position in between the two
eyes, as shown in Figure 53:

Figure 53: Middle of box of SVM detected face matches exactly the face centre
3.2 Testing of Tracking Phase
Combination 1: White and Black pixels in eyes
During testing of the calibration plus tracking stages, following are the testing
results in Table 27. The testing was conducted indoor, since the system is designed to
be used indoor only. Testing was conducted on six other people as well with different
ages and gender. This is to test that the system can detect any human face regardless
of variations in human faces, thus increasing the reliability of the system.
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Test #

Environment

Results

Test 1

2 fluorescent bulbs and afternoon

Eyes detected and

sunlight, black plain scarf

tracked

Test 2

Comments

Eyes detected and
tracked

Test 3

Eyes detected and
tracked

Test 4

Eyes detected and
tracked

Test 5

Test 6

Test 7

Test 8

2 fluorescent bulbs and afternoon

Eyes detected and

sunlight, black and white patterned

tracked

scarf

Error, eyes

Cropped area needs

detected

enlargement, face was too

differently

close to the laptop screen

2 fluorescent bulbs and afternoon

Eyes detected and

sunlight, colourful floral scarf

tracked

Only afternoon sunlight

Eyes detected and
tracked

Test 9

Only evening sunlight

Eyes detected and
tracked

Small changes to program code, expanded the eye search area
Test 10

Only evening sunlight

Eyes detected and

Eye looking sideways away

tracked

from camera, still eyes were
tracked

Test 11

Very bright background of 2

Eyes detected and

fluorescent bulbs (bright glare due to

tracked

bad camera alignment)
Other people testing
Test 12

2 fluorescent bulbs and evening

Eyes detected and

Female
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Test 13

Test 14

sunlight

tracked

2 fluorescent bulbs and evening

Eyes detected and

sunlight

tracked

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Male

Male

tracked
Test 15

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Male

tracked
Test 16

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Female (child)

tracked
Test 17

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Male (child)

tracked

Had to remove his glasses for
the system to recognise his
eyes

Test 18

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Female

tracked
Test 19

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Female (removed glasses)

tracked
Test 20

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Female

tracked
Test 21

2 fluorescent bulbs

Eyes detected and

Female

tracked

Table 27: Testing results of tracking combination 1 algorithm
Combination 2: Mathematical Face Measurements
The environment for testing was indoor, with incandescent lighting, and results
displayed in Table 28.
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Test #

Results

Comments

Test 1

Right eye tracked, left eye wrongly

Black pupil of left eye not detected correctly

tracked
Test 2

Right eye tracked, left eye wrongly

Black pupil of left eye not detected correctly

tracked
Test 3

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Test 4

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Test 5

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Test 6

Eyes not tracked accurately

Colourful background was interfering with
colour segmentation

Test 7

Right eye tracked, left eye wrongly

Black pupil of left eye not detected correctly

tracked
Test 8

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Test 9

Right eye tracked, left eye wrongly

Black pupil of left eye not detected correctly

tracked
Test 10

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Test 11

Left eye tracked, right eye wrongly

Black pupil of right eye not detected correctly

tracked

Table 28: Testing results of tracking combination 2 algorithm
Combination 3: Eye Detection using SVM
The environment was indoor, with incandescent bulbs, and testing results displayed
in Table 29.
Test #

Results

Participant

Test 1

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Female

Test 2

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Male

Test 3

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Male
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Test 4

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Female/ Child

Test 5

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Female

Test 6

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Female

Test 7

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Female

Test 8

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Female

Test 9

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Female

Test 10

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Male

Test 11

Right eye and left eye tracked correctly

Male/ Child

Table 29: Testing results of tracking combination 3 algorithm
3.3 Testing of System
When comparing testing results of the different approaches in the calibration phase,
best results were obtained with the trained SVM. Similarly, best results in the
tracking phase were obtained by the combination 3 algorithm. Thus, a whole
integrated system of detection and tracking has been built by combining face
detection by SVM and face tracking by combination 3 algorithm. Testing of the
whole integrated system was done indoors, under two florescent light bulbs, and
following are the results in Table 30:
Test #

Results

Reason

Test 1

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 2

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟

Test 3

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟

Test 4

Key not displayed

Eyes detected wrongly as „centre‟

Test 5

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 6

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 7

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟
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Test 8

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 9

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟

Test 10

Key displayed

Eyes detected wrongly as „side‟

Test 11

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 12

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 13

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟

Test 14

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 15

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟

Test 16

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 17

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 18

Key not displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „centre‟

Test 19

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟

Test 20

Key displayed

Eyes detected correctly as „side‟

Table 30: Testing results of integrated system
The Success Rate (SR) of the eye tracking keyboard can be calculated as:
(20)
And the Error Rate (ER) is calculated as follows:

(21)
The results of the testing of both calibration and tracking phases can be summarised
as below:
i)

Multiple Frames Method in Calibration phase: Possibility of false eye
detection is high
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ii)

Bounding Box Method in Calibration phase: A SR of 96% (24 out of 25)
was achieved.

iii)

Line Laser Method in calibration phase: Correct face detection but
existence of hardware implementation requirement makes this method not
preferable

iv)

Data Fitting (20 hidden neurons) Neural Network in calibration phase:
MSE of 0.00224493, precise row number, non-precise column number

v)

Data Fitting (125 hidden neurons) Neural Network in calibration phase:
MSE of 0.119941.

vi)

Pattern Recognition (20 hidden neurons) Neural Network in calibration
phase: MSE of 0.844872×10-9, correct face detection but non-precise
pixel position extraction

vii)

Support Vector Machine in calibration phase: Exact face pixel position
extracted.

viii)

Combination 1 algorithm in Tracking Phase: a SR of 95% (20 out of 21).

ix)

Combination 2 algorithm in Tracking Phase: a SR of 68% (7.5 out of 11).

x)

Combination 3 algorithm in Tracking Phase: a SR of 100% (11 out of 11).

xi)

SVM in Calibration Phase and Combination 3 algorithm in Tracking
Phase: a SR of 90%.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
There are a number of different approaches that exist for developing an eye
tracking system, as can be seen in those developed by Praglin and Tan (2014), Liu et
al (2010), Zia et al. (April 2014), Choi et al. (July 2011), Bengoechea et al.
(September 2012), Fernandez et al. (April 2014), Majumder et al. (March 2011),
Fosalau et al. (August 2011), Jiao et al (July 2014), and Abdel-Kader et al (2014).
Therefore, in this research work, different combination methods were built, tested,
and then compared to come up with the best approach.
4.1 Calibration Stage
In terms of calibration, nearly five different methods were compared, and it
was found that each method has its own pros and cons. The comparative results are
shown in Table 31. The different calibration approaches were compared based on
some features as shown in Table 32.
Based on obtained testing results, it was found that each method has some
advantages and disadvantages over the other. However, the final choice was to limit
the comparison to only ANN and SVM. This is because of their practicality and
automatic face detection after training is completed. While comparing these two, it
was noticed that the performance of SVM is superior to that of ANN. Accurate
results were reached in case of SVM when same training samples were used for
training both SVM and ANN. However, it was also observed that the performance of
ANN can be improved.
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Multiple

Pros: No hardware set up is required. It is easy method for the user since user is only

Frames

required to stare at screen or camera and blink naturally. The user might stare at any other

(1)

location as well as long as the head is not tilted to a big degree. Thus, it is practical to the
user (here, focus is on disabled person). If best image is picked out of all other images,
accurate position of the eyes can be extracted.
Cons: System might fail to pick out the best image showing exact eyes. This is because
other white pixels might be left out after image processing and interpreted as the eyes. In
this case, wrong eyes will be detected. Also, this method involves many frames to loop
over to select the best frame, and consumes more system memory.

Bounding

Pros: No hardware is required, only software. It is a very simple and straight forward

Box (2)

approach that captures only two frames, one of closed eyes and the other of opened eyes,
from which the eyes position is extracted. Also, eyes position is extracted accurately with
no minimum errors on testing.
Cons: The user needs to stare at camera; slight movement might produce wrong eyes
position.

Line

Pros: This method is so fast in implementation. Only one frame is captured to detect the

Laser (3)

face. Also, user can be positioned at any angle and the head can be freely tilted since this
method depends on concept of distance from the line laser and reflection from the closest
object. There are no complications of capturing multiple frames.
Cons: This method requires software and hardware setup, thus not practical in terms of set
up. The line laser needs to be horizontally positioned or the face will be detected but
measurements will be wrong. Under extremely bright environments, the line laser might
not be completely visible. Other objects placed close to the screen (and hence laser) might
be wrongly detected as the face; face is detected prior to the eyes unlike previous methods
in which eyes were detected directly - line laser cannot be directed directly on the user‟s
eyes.

Artificial

Pros: While other approaches require calibration whenever a new user is introduced, this

Neural

method involves training the network only once. After training, the network can be used

Networks

for any new user without the need to re-train. Thus, it is practical and time saving after
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(4)

training.
 Cons: Training the network, choosing the network architecture and training
parameters is more complicated and time consuming compared to the processing in
previous methods. With 34 face samples for training and 1030 training iterations,
the output produced was accurate enough to locate the exact eyes position on the
face.

Support



Pros: training such machines is faster than training neural networks. Once trained

Vector

and margin is established between positive and negative samples, testing an image

Machines

is fast where only confidence level is calculated. Accurate results were noticed

(5)

even with small number of training samples.


Cons: While accurate results were noticed, some images are still mistaken as faces
due to similarity in pixel values (colour pattern).

Table 31: Pros and cons of the different calibration methods
This is because small values of mean squared error (MSE) were reached, and the
network produced accurate results in terms of the row number. Inaccurate results
were only noticed with regards to the column number desired. It is believed that the
performance of ANN can be improved by increasing the number of training face
samples, or by varying the training samples more. For instance, varying the lighting
conditions for each training face sample might produce good results (with precise
column position) for the ANN. Thus, SVM was chosen as the optimum approach in
the calibration phase.
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Calibration Methods
Feature
1

2

3

4
1030 iterations

15.35628

19.674946

seconds

seconds

Speed

2.536435
of training (5
seconds
secs)

5
No iterations,
weight matrix
calculated (0.2
secs)

Software req.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hardware req.

No

No

Yes

No

No

34 training

68 (both face and

images

non-face)

Calculate

Develop margin

For every

weight matrix

only once during

new user

only once

training

Multiple
No. of Frames

One

Two
(15)

No.

of

times

running code

For every

For every

new user

new user

during training

Accurate
when
Accuracy

of

Very
best

Results

accurate
frame
selected

Training Accuracy

-

-

Accurate if

Row number

Accurate in

user is

accurate;

majority of

closest

Column number

samples

object to

not very

screen

accurate

-

99.4613%

100% (training

(training

samples)

samples)

87.5 % (validation

81.5132%

samples)

(validation
samples)

Table 32: Comparison between the different calibration methods
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4.2. Tracking Stage
The three tracking methods discussed in the previous chapter vary in terms of
the main technique. While combination 1 depends on the search for black and white
pixels of the eyes and implements bounding box as the calibration method,
combination 2 works on studying face measurements and combination 3 works on
trained eye SVM as well as black pixels of the eye pupil. A couple of pros and cons
exist with each method, as discussed in Table 33:
Combination 1

Combination 2

Combination 3

Pros: Easy and fast code that

Pros: Limiting the search area

Pros: Depends on both black

only searches for cornea and

for tracking eyes tends to

pixels of eye pupil as well as the

pupil of the eye after histogram

produce more accurate results.

results of a trained SVM to

equalisation.

Cons: This method depends

recognise eyes. Also checks that

Cons: Depending only on black

on

face

both eyes are aligned together

and white pixels of the eye for

detection

colour

horizontally; thus correct results

tracking is not practical since

segmentation. Any mistakes in

are guaranteed

lighting conditions can hinder

the face measurements can

Cons: The code turned out to be

correct results.

result in wrong tracking of the

longer

eyes.

steps.

the

accuracy
by

of

with more processing

Table 33: Pros and cons of the different tracking methods
In order to come up with methods for eye tracking a number of techniques
were tried but were found to fail in tracking the eyes. Some of these techniques are:
Morphological operators: These operators attempt to detect eyes with the help of
their unique shape. There is no doubt about the efficiency of morphological operators
for eye detection, as implemented in the project of DHRUW (2009).

However, it

was found that edge detection to detect the ellipse shape of the eyes failed in this
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research work. Reasons were that the camera is of low resolution, and the system is
built to run indoors under room lightings. This lighting is usually dim, and shadows
tend to hinder the shape of the eyes in the captured images.
Eye RGB pixel values: An attempt was made to design a system to track eyes based
on exact RGB values of the eyes obtained during calibration phase. This method is
similar to skin colour segmentation, but applied to eyes. It was thought that this
method will be suitable since people have different colours of the pupil. However,
the search for the RGB values of the eyes was found to be unsuccessful since the
program reads the exact RGB pixel values. There exists blocks on a human face
where the mean and standard deviation of its pixels are the same as that of the eyes,
even if the block colours look different to an ordinary human eye. This is illustrated
in Table 34:
Intended eye to track based on the mean and

Other face block with same mean and

standard deviation of the RGB pixels

standard deviation like Eye RGB values

Table 34: Failure of eye colour segmentation in eye tracking
White cornea of the Eyes: Two features unique in any eye are the black pupil and
white cornea. While the former was successful in detecting the eyes, the latter
produced unsuccessful results in some cases. It was found that the eye cornea pixels
are not the highest in terms of value. There are pixels in the human face with larger
numbers of pixel values (hence brighter, closer to 255) and are falsely detected by
the system as the eye cornea. This is because the computer reads the pixel values,
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unlike the human eyes that depend on the appearance. Also, the lighting conditions
can make the cheeks or nose area containing brighter pixel values than the eyes. The
eyes area is always hollow and shaded. As such, the search for the white cornea
pixels has been discarded from the tracking system.
With respect to the tracking combinations that were built, the combination 3
technique was finally selected for the system. This is because this technique was
designed after studying the drawbacks of the previous two combinations and putting
solutions for each drawback into the combination 3. As such, all failures of eye
tracking in combination 2 are solved in combination 3. Also, combination has if/else
conditions to further check if eyes are tracked correctly. Overall, the testing on
combination 3 produced the best results as below, in Figures 54 and 55.

Comparing Diffrent Tracking
Combinations
150
100
50
0
Accuracy of Eye Tracking
Combination 1

Combination 2

Combination 3

Figure 54: Comparison of Accuracy Rate of the different tracking algorithms

Speed (in seconds) for One
Round of Eyes Tracking
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Speed
Combination 1

Combination 2

Combination 3

Figure 55: Comparison of Speed of the different tracking algorithms
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The combination 3 produced best results, which was expected prior to testing
since it was built to overcome problems in previous codes. Also, combination 3
involves tracking by a trained SVM to detect eyes. While both the SR and speed are
important, the SR has more priority than the speed.
The presence of an object with same colour as the skin degrades the system
performance and might cause inaccurate tracking of the eyes. Therefore, the
background is preferred to be plain with a colour different than that of the user‟s skin
colour. This is because skin colour segmentation is the main method of tracking in
this research project. Face detection happens prior to eye detection. Nevertheless, the
program works properly in other cases, and has been tried on both female and male,
including children. Also, face was detected regardless of the eyes being closed or
opened. This is because the SVM designed to detect face during calibration stage
was trained with samples of both closed eyes and opened eyes. In terms of face
orientation, the system was designed to detect eyes that are aligned horizontally.
However, a small deviation of the head along the horizontal line will not affect the
system performance. Also, this degree can be controlled in the program code to meet
the needs of the user.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 Managerial Implications
Eye tracking can be developed in a number of ways. When building an eye
tracking system, the challenge is to choose the method of implementation. This
research work explores a number of techniques, like colour segmentation,
morphological operations, artificial neural networks, support vector machines and so
on. It combines a number of methods together to come up with an efficient eye
tracking system. The aim, here, was to develop a working system using simple
methods and limited hardware. The advantage of the method proposed in this
research work is that it uses a normal webcam that is affordable by all people. As
such, this system could be software implemented and installed on any device.
Alternative ways also exist to build such eye tracking system. Using a depth
sensor camera or a more advanced camera will make the tracking code easier and
shorter. This is because the working on the system will depend on both the hardware
and software power. In this research work, it is mostly dependent on the software
efficiency. But if a depth sensor camera was used, for instance, it will work by
regarding the closest object as the user and no more complications in the code are
required. However, using an advanced camera implies that users need to buy a
hardware device (since a depth camera is not as common as a webcam). Thus, this
implies that there is a trade-off between simple software with hardware requirement
and complicated software with no hardware requirements. In this research work, the
choice was a complicated software with a webcam that is affordable by all people.
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In future work, hardware implementation can help improve the working of
this project. Chips might enhance the speed of the code. Parallel computation can
also be applied. The ability of the SVM to detect faces and eyes can be enhanced by
choosing more efficient training samples. For instance, increasing the number of
samples, and making it more varied by varying the lighting conditions and including
people with larger age span and different ethnic backgrounds. The program can also
be designed to allow more freedom in terms of head orientation and face expressions.
Eye Tracking and gesture recognition are very broad topics. When tracking
the eyes, many works focus on tracking the reflection on the eye pupil through the
use of a reflected IR light, instead of movement of the eye pupil from side to side.
Every approach has some advantages and disadvantages.
One of the drawbacks of skin colour segmentation techniques is the presence
of similar skin colour object in the background. This limitation also applies to this
project. While this research project implements skin colour segmentation and a
couple of other operations to form a customised algorithm, other works prefer using
well-known algorithms like Viola-Jones and Cascaded Classifiers for face and eye
detection. Also, in skin colour segmentation, some researchers prefer working in the
normal RGB colour space, as is the case in this research. Other researchers prefer
working in LAB, HSV or HSI colour spaces. No colour space has proved dominance
over the other methods in terms of performance. In fact, it depends on the code
designer and the priorities set and objectives to achieve.
The keyboard designed was made as simple as possible. However, more
buttons can be added. Also, common used words can be included, just like in AAC
(Augmented and Alternative Communication). Since in the Middle Easter region,
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people tend to be bilingual, and speak English along with their native language, the
keyboard can be customised accordingly and allow switching between two/multiple
languages.
5.2 Research Implications
With advancements in imaging and video (Memon, 2006), integration of
modern technologies (Memon and Khoja, 2009; Memon and Khoja, 2010) and
improvement in human life standard, many integrated technologies have surfaced to
help solve social problems. One such problem is the difficulty faced by disabled
people in leading a normal life. Projects, such as the proposed research work, help
putting solutions to such problems. The developed keyboard can be easily used by
people with physical disabilities and paralysis to type without any physical
interaction. With the present ignorance in the Middle Eastern region towards the
needs of special needs people and lack of facilities offered to them, this research
work serves a good purpose in the region.
Furthermore, this proposed project suggests a unique and novel method of
combining a number of techniques together to come up with eye detection and
tracking system. This method was compared with other works, and proved its
efficiency. The comparison has been made with the eye detection and tracking
algorithms developed by Praglin and Tan (2014) and Zia et al. (April, 2014), as
illustrated in Table 35:
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Comparison with other works
Accuracy
MAP

training,

SIFT,

RANSAC,

homography

94% single eye detection, 50%

Number of samples
50

both eye detection

(Praglin and Tan, 2014)
Skin

colour

segmentation,

Circular Hough Transform (Zia

77.78% single eye detection,

9

66.67% both eye detection

et al., April 2014)
Proposed algorithm

90% double eye detection

20

Table 35: Comparison with other research works
In the work by Praglin and Tan (2014), images are of resolution 1944×1296,
with a single core of i7. The proposed algorithm produces good results despite the
low resolution of 640×480 of captured images. However, the processor is an i7 dual
core. With both the proposed algorithm and that of Zia et al. (2014) implementing
skin colour segmentation for face detection, higher accuracy rate is achieved in the
former.
The system allows the user to be seated anywhere between 60 to 180 cm
away from the computer screen. In terms of head orientation, the skin colour
segmentation will detect faces tilted by any angle. However, the SVM was trained
with eye samples looking straight into the camera. As such, a huge angle tilt of the
user‟s head will mostly lead to false tracking by the camera, since the confidence
level will not exceed the threshold set for the SVM to detect eyes. A small angle
head tilt of an angle of 0-15 degrees (along X-Y axis, as in Figure 56) is possible. In
the future, the SVM could be trained to detect 45 degree head tilt or even a tilt along
the z axis
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Figure 56: Head Tilt Graph along the XYZ axis
This opens doors for further improvements to the code, as discussed in the
previous section, as well as real life implementation. Specifically, a couple of
methods were implemented in this project. While some methods produced good
results, other methods produced unsatisfactory results. It was found that SVM and
ANN produce good results in terms of face and eye detection, thus confirming the
efficiency of machine learning in solving such issues. However, their performance
depends largely on the training samples. SVM needs both positive and negative
training samples. However, the performance of the SVM was slightly more
satisfactory. The skin colour segmentation was also found to be successful under the
condition that the background does not contain colours similar to the user‟s skin.
Thus, it‟s better to implement skin colour segmentation under the conditions that the
background is plain. Furthermore, image processing operations such as histogram
equalisation and erosion were found to greatly help in tracking. The former is useful
since it improves the contrast of colours in the image. The latter helps improve the
quality of the black and white picture of the face extracted after skin colour
segmentation. Overall, the appearance-based algorithm has proved efficient in eye
and face tracking.
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Other methods were implemented, but unexpectedly, didn‟t produce
satisfactory results. For instance, the elliptical shape of eyes can be exploited for eye
detection. However, on application of edge detection, it was found that the algorithm
failed to detect the eyes. This can be due to the low resolution of pictures captured by
the webcam. Also, the pictures are captured when the user is seated between 60 and
180 cm (the comfort zone as described by Apple Inc. (2015)). As such, the eyes do
not appear clearly in captured pictures. In the project of DHRUW (2009), edge
detection has been implemented for both the elliptical shape of the eyes and the
circular shape of the eye pupil, only under the condition that the person is close to the
camera. This supports the previous explanation. Other methods that didn‟t produce
satisfactory results on implementation are the RGB eye search and the white pixels
cornea search. This can be explained by the fact that the program reads pixel values
in a way different than that of a human eye. While the eye cornea might seem to be
the brightest on a human face, in terms of pixel values, other face parts might have
brighter values. Also, it was found that the surrounding illumination might affect the
results. As such, some researchers prefer working on HSV/HSI colour spaces under
the assumption that lighting does not affect the colours of the image.
Developing the eye tracking keyboard was done in sequential steps, starting
with the calibration stage, following tracking and classification. One method was
tested at a time. At the end of each stage, the different methods were compared and
that method with best testing results was selected. As such, SVM was selected for the
calibration stage, while a combination of methods where implemented in tracking.
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Appendix
Sample of positive face images for machine learning:

Sample of negative face images for machine learning (captured randomly or taken
from INRIA Visual Recognition and Machine Learning Summer School, 2012):

Sample of face detection and extraction by skin colour segmentation:

Sample of positive eye images for machine learning (captured or from internet):

Sample of negative eye images for machine learning (captured or taken from INRIA
Visual Recognition and Machine Learning Summer School, 2012):
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Sample of pupil position detection:

